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RAILWAY (BUTLER TO BRIGHTON) BILL 2009 

Second Reading 
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

Point of Order 
Mr M. McGOWAN: I am, as members will know, very knowledgeable on the subject of railways and, of 
course, I have caught a train on many occasions. I very much enjoy catching the train to Rockingham, which of 
course the member for Armadale was predominantly responsible for having built. I realise that we need to 
discuss this legislation that is coming forward as a matter of complete urgency. However, my point of order 
relates to standing order 14 about the election of the Deputy Speaker. I know it is a subject of some interest to 
you, Mr Acting Speaker, and I will leave it at that! 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson): There is no point of order, member. 

Debate Resumed 
MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Mindarie) [3.54 pm]: I thought you had already given me the call, Mr Acting Speaker 
(Mr P.B. Watson), but you were calling me to order. I appreciate that there is a difference.  

Putting that slight nuance aside, I will continue with my remarks about the duplicitous conduct of the 
government in cancelling the building of Butler railway station and renaming Brighton station Butler in an 
attempt to fool the population, which it will not get away with. It is such a crummy move because for a mere 
$25 million — 

Point of Order 
Mr R.F. JOHNSON: Mr Acting Speaker, I draw your attention to tedious repetition, which I think the member 
is guilty of.  

The ACTING SPEAKER: There is no point of order. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr J.R. QUIGLEY: After that facile, puerile interruption I will continue with my explanation of the duplicitous 
conduct of the cabinet, of which the member for Hillarys is a leading light—that is probably part of the problem 
with the cabinet on this issue—by cancelling the building of Butler station. In an obvious attempt to fool the 
population it is renaming another station Butler so that it can say it has completed Butler station. What a low-
grade trick to try on the population. All it would have cost the government to not let down the population of 
Butler was $25 million. I remind the chamber that people had bought their land on the basis that the Butler 
station would be built after the government had paid $2 million for all that land. It would have cost less than 
10 per cent of the total project. While the opposition will support this legislation because the rail must proceed 
north, leading into the next election, the population of Butler will be reminded time and again of what this 
government did in letting them down by short-changing and misleading the community through inducing people 
to buy some land there and inducing private enterprise to start a huge number of retirement villages in the 
expectation that a station would be built there. The opposition will support this bill but at the same time it will 
raise time and again the duplicitous conduct of this government in what it did to the people of Butler.  

MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan) [3.57 pm]: As outlined by the member for Mindarie, the opposition supports 
this bill, but is disappointed that the Butler train station will not be built where it was originally scheduled to be 
built. I have a broader interest in rail that relates particularly to another rail line that the government talked about 
before the last election; namely, the rail line to Ellenbrook. It is important to talk about this rail line in the 
context of this bill and in light of this government’s lack of commitment to the people of the northern suburbs 
and the north eastern suburbs prior to the election and its failure to deliver on its commitments. I will go through 
again the history of this government’s election commitments on the Ellenbrook rail line. As we all know, it was a 
key election commitment by the Barnett government before the last election. First of all, as was described in the 
Advocate – Ellenbrook of September 2008 — 

Ellenbrook residents should be catching the train to work a lot sooner than 2020 after the Liberal Party 
matched Premier Alan Carpenter’s $850 million pledge.  

I point out a key pamphlet delivered to every resident in Ellenbrook headed “Liberals will build rail line to 
Ellenbrook”. It is clear that that was an election commitment. It states — 

Delivering RAIL for Ellenbrook! Frank Alban, Liberal for Swan Hills.  

Mr P. Papalia: Would he have deceived the constituents?  

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: It appears so, member for Warnbro. I will read from the pamphlet — 
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A Liberal Government will build a rail line to Ellenbrook and improve local bus services. 

Rail infrastructure and bus services are a critical part of the Liberal Government’s plan to fix Labor’s 
disconnected public transport system. 

This is how the pamphlet distributed by the member for Swan Hills reads; it continues — 

That’s why a Liberal Government will improve bus services to meet the needs of our growing 
communities and suburban centres  

And that’s why a Liberal Government will spend up to $850 million to build a rail line to Ellenbrook. 

Again on the pamphlet there is another picture of the member for Swan Hills with another quote — 

Delivering RAIL for Ellenbrook! 

This pamphlet was distributed to every house in Ellenbrook in the last week of the election campaign. 

Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
 


